Search a Head Solution is an all-embracing application developed for consulting
companies active in the field of executive search.
The application has been under development for several years in close cooperation with executive
search companies and represents the most integrated solution of everyday needs for companies
operating in the executive search sector.
Warranty and post-warranty support
lifetime warranty for errors / monitoring the application run / regular application upgrade / data backups
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Acquisition

Email communication

- detailed information
- activity record
- filtering, sorting
- attached files
- acquisition method

- data synchronisation with email server
- posibility to send emails directly from application
- posibility to send emails by common email software

Clients

Projects

Candidates

- detailed information
- activity record
- filtering, sorting
- attached files
- off-limits tracking

- detailed information
- candidate allocation
- activity record
- filtering, sorting
- attached files
- projects team
- off-limits tracking
- customized records
(long list, short list etc.)

- detailed information
- allocation to project
- activity record
- filtering, sorting
- attached files
- off-limits tracking
- CV generation
- function codes
- www connection

Billing system

Employers

- invoicing summary
- summary of payments
- filtering, sorting

- detailed information
- activity record
- ownership alliances
- industry codes
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Administration
industry codes / function codes / legal form / activity status / acquisition method / email
templates / nationality / currency / languages / education / users / user roles etc.

Search a Head Solution

captures the entire agenda accompanying the
direct search of a candidate. It records
detailed information on candidates, provides
an extensive search feature using a number of
attributes (among other things using function
and industry codes), records the history of
communication with the candidate and the
client alike, tracks off-limits both for the
candidate and the company, automatically
generates customized reports (long list, short
list, progress report, confidential report, etc.),
enables sending records directly from the
application. It provides a feature of tracking
and analyzing statistical information such as
duration of a project, acquisition method, etc.

Search a Head Solution

is created as an Internet application, as
a result of which it is accessible online from
any computer connected to the Internet.
However, limiting access only to selected
computers is possible. It is non-demanding in
terms of hardware and no additional software
needs to be installed. During its development,
emphasis was placed on simplicity, effective
use and modularity enabling customization of
the application to suit the individual needs of
every executive search company. As an
additional benefit of this solution, an extensive
administrative module is provided enabling the
user to change system configuration (adding
or changing code lists, etc.) without having to
invite a specialized contractor.
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BENEFITS OF THE APPLICATION










The application was tailored specifically for companies involved in executive search
Possibility to create extension modules to the specific company needs
Intuitive and user-friendly control
Benefits of the online solution:
- the staff access the application from any site connected to the Internet
- possibility of online access for clients and candidates
- no additional software needed – an Internet browser is enough
- new features immediately available to all users
- no need to synchronize data between different stations
High-quality support and servicing, lifetime warranty for errors
Import of existing data into the system
English/Czech manual for the application

Our company as the solution manufacturer provides a regular application upgrade and professional
consulting for every implementation. All our staff are trained in executive search before they begin
programming the application.
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CONTACT US

BENETA.cz s.r.o.
software with human face
Address
K Horoměřicům 1184/F
165 00 Prague 6 - Suchdol
Czech Republic

Phone
phone
fax
gsm

220 920 930
220 920 931
777 111 777

Email
info@beneta.com
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